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Sparks Controversy
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ity students include Asian-American, African-American, Native
American and Hispanic students.
~eaiSuggsdidn 't doubth isown
According to Assistant Dean of
qualifications when hecame to MicltiStudent
Affairs Virginia Gordan, who
gan Law School. But that wasn't
enough to make him completely at oversees the program, MAP is needed
ease either inside or outside the class- because "the rather routine mechanisms ftrst-year students have to rely
room.
MAP provided an important on to work out problems don ' t work
as well for minority students."
outlet for his frustrations.
Minority students are less likely
"Everybody looks at you and
says 'affmnati ve action baby' instead to approach others for help or to conof respecting you for your intellect," fide their own difficulties, she said,
said Suggs, a second-year who is half and inside the clas room they may be
.:\frican-American and half Jewish. more hesitant to ask questions.
"If you have an idea that people
"That's one of the things MAP helps
light."
think you're notrcallyqualilied to be
MAP is the MinorityAffairs Pro- here, it just makes you more selfgram. As stated in the Law ~chool conscious to raise questions if you
BuUetin, MAP is intended to provide don't understand," said Becky Ross,
~an informal peer support system to
a first-year who is African-Ameriiust-year minority students." Minor- can.
By Daniel A. Cohen
RG News Writer

While.itmay~~veg~ne
LawScbool,ah~tedde-

unnotlced·by many m tbe

bate over the Minorjty
Affairs Program re·
surfaced last semester.
For the past few months,

three reporters have
done more than 30

RG: How would you
change the way LSSS is run
today?
Bobby Lee· It's run
Lee
like an autocracy. We need
to bring more people into the process. And ! think the
purpose of LSSS should go beyond funding events.
For example, we pay S300 a year to the University
for computer services but noneofthatcomes back to the
Law School. I'd work on changing that. I've also been
involved in changing the grade system from a plus to a
minus system. That would remain a priority.
Kirra Jarratt: I've served as vice president for the
last year, which involves working with the committees.
I'd like to see more documentation of what LSSS has
done in the past.
This year we had only three people involved in the
social committee. At one point we had only two. Sports
and social committees are what people think of when

By Julie Beck
RG News Writer
"Perceptions are sometimes
more imponant than reality. But the
tragic thing is that perceptions distort
reality," said Professor Ted Shaw, in
response to a question about how he
~~ Minority Affairs Program
~J'RRA~chigan Law

.\ tflv~..Qf Larry Kramer phrased

More on MAP, pages 6·8.
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students may tend to keep their probturn,
creates
a self-perpetuating
lems to themselves.
cycle."
"It's hard to say to majority stuThe two professors comments
dents that you aren't getting it, when
are
reflective
of the varied views
you feel that they doubt your compeprofessors
have
of what MAP is, what
tence to begin with," said Eddie Meng,
it
does,
and
whatitshouldorshouldn'
t
a ftrst-year who is of Chinese de•
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See MAP, page 8

LSSS Candidates Stump for Votes
By Peter Mooney
RG News Writer
On Wednesday, April l,the Law School Student
Senate wiU hold elections. Candidates for president this
year are second years Kirra
Jarrauand Bobby Lee. The
candidates gave the following answers to questions
posed by the RG.

Perceptions v. Reality:
Profs Respond to MAP

they think of LSSS. We need to get people motivated.
RG: How would you represent law srudenlS to
the administration? Should LSSS be more visible as an
advocate?
KJ: I don' t know if
we should be more visible
about every controversial
issue. We sent a letter out
last year criticizing the Iaclc
offacultyanendancewhen
Derrick Bell spoke.
I thinlc we should Lake
stands as the Senate. But
]orr ott we should becarefulto try
to represent what students
actually feel.
BL: Everyone's open to talking to you but the
truth is that sometimes you have to get pissed to get
a response. We brought proof that our grades are
lower than our peer schools but nothing happened.
We need more of a voice. The question is, are you
angry enough to do something?
But I was concerned last year when some people
wanted LSSS to Lake a stand against the Gulf War.
That's not really part of its role.
RG: In recent years there have been disturbing
instances of prejudice in the lawschool. Should LSSS
See LSSS, page 9

do.

Some professors think MAP
doesn't go far enough in its efforts,
while others fee l the program goes
too far. And then there are many
professors who fall somewhere in
the middle.
The foUowing story discusses
~~mmon misconceptions about
Perception J: MAP parricipa~~rs
receive something othtr srutknrs
cannot.
Reality: MAP srude111s do notreceive adv011tages thor othtr srutknts
cannoc receive.
Individual professors were quick
to say that nothing was ever offered

ee PERCEPTIONS, page 6

" This institution is a
school, and not an
Olympics. Anything
we can do to get
through to a student
or group of students
to help them learn
effectively, we
should do . "
- Profel!SOr Kent Syverud

Michigan Law Ranked 6th
and question U.S. N~ss' criteria
By Noah Finkel
The magazine rates schools
RG News Writer
For the second year in a row, along four criteria to arrive at a rankMichigan placed sixth in the U.S. ing.
The law school ftnished 8th in
N~s and World Report law school
"student selectivity," up from 14th
ranlcings.
last year. The student selecti vity
The law school trails Yale ftrst for the third consecutive year- ranking is composed of the entering
Harvard, Stanford, Chicago, and class's median grade point average
Columbia in the highly-publicized, as undergraduates, its median LSAT,
but often-criticized sUJVey which ftrst and the percentage of applicants
accepted.
came out in 1987.
Cooper blasted this formula
Critics, such as Associate Dean
"We set our admission policy
for Academic Affairs Edward Cooper, call the idea of a numerical rankSee RANKING, page 9
ing "an enterprise fraught with peri I,"
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Letter to the Editor:
Dear Editor:

This week's ResGest.aetackles an issue thatrealy should
be addressed by the Law School community in-depth. The
presence of the Minority Affairs Program (MAPI and its
function raises legitimate questions about minority swdents
and their relation llOl only10 their classmates and teachers, but
to society in general.
Minority students need 10 evaluate this progran and not
accept uncritically the structure of such programs md their
role in them without confronting these questions. I tappen to
beljeve that the MAP program is a wonhwhile ventun and enjoy participating, but that does not mean that the insuution is
perfect and beyond any reproach.
I think it is legitimate for "majority" students 10aslc hard
questions such as what is MAP and why does i: exist?"
Contrary to somewhat popular opinion, there is no right
answer10such questions. Or if they inquire as to what benefits
are being conferred by the program, I think the swrents and
the administrators who run the program need to be forthright
in answering such questions. One thing is sure, we receive
neither grades nor jobs through MAP, so the alleged advantages we receive at the expense ofour majority classll3t.es are
negligible at best.
There is definitely a need for such candor when jiscussing issues that are contrOversial. It is easy for minonties and
their majority "supporters" to shut off debate, by simply
saying "that's the way it is and it's going to stay that way."
The composition of the sLUdent body is high Iy selective, with
only 14 percent of all applicants being chosen annually. In
such a selective group, is it disingenuous for us to say that we
are still disadvantaged even after we have proved our ~bilities
by being admitted to this instiLUtion. Unlike a large undergraduate institution that accepts students with a spectrum of
academic ability, there may or may not be a need to "htlp" the
students here, based simply on their race.
Many undergraduate institutions have such progr-dlls for
ftrst-year students because it is an undeniable fact that they

may be less prepared than their majority classmates, especially
when these minority swdents come from disadvantaged backgrounds in either inner cities or rural areas. Modifying the
programto include disadvantaged students regardless of race is
an idea that should be seriously explored by the administration,
facuhy and swdents. Some may argue, and rightfully so, that
many minority students at this law school come from relatively
disadvantaged backgrounds, present company included. But !
think a valid argumen1 could be made that most of these
students attended very fme undergraduate instiLUtions, just like
many of our majority classmateS.
So have those inherent differences in background been
mitigaled in a sense? Of course differences will continue to
exist, but not 10 the same extent they did before we entered and
graduated from the same colleges with the same degrees.
Neither I nor anyone else can say that this proposition is true in
all cases, but if we really think about it, we should realize that
we are just as capable as our classmates and have to do nothing
more to prove it than succeed.
If we had not succeeded up to this point, I doubt very
seriously we would be here righ1 now 10 even discuss these
issues.
As I said earlier, no one has the definitive answers to these
questions, but these questions need to be raised. Simply
because some majority students tend to be condescending or
even insulting when these questions are asked does no1mean
that the questions can be ignored. Of course, students who
violate the rights of their classmates need to be dealt with in an
appropriate manner, but the meting out of condemnation or
even punishment docs not mean that the legitimate debate is
then over because the substantive issues have ye1 10 be addressed.
I see a crisis in the doctrine ofliberalism, a crisis, that I as
a longtime liberal lament greatly. Liberal notions of the way
society should be struCtured underlie programs such as MAP
and the same ideology underlies government commitment to
help the impoverished. We on the left need to really question

ourselvcs and our beliefs as we face the prospect of fading into
irrelevancy.
"Liberal orthodoxy" should be a complete misnomer,
because the essence of true liberalism is to allow citizens to be
unorthodox and to constantly question the way in which our
society is structured. A benign fonn of censorship in which
allegedly illiberal views are shouled down totally undennines
the idea of a liberal society where people can rationally
discuss competing views on imponant issues and then accept
or reject them on their merits, and not on their simple labels.
Like many people, I felt that conservative educators were
greatly exaggerating when they claimed that "political correctness" was overtaking campuses, thereby causing a hegemony of the left I still think that those fears are greatly
unfounded because radicalism is not about to take over this
campus or any other one to my knowledge. But as time wore
on, I started to think about what they were saying and realized
that their points may have some validity in the narrowest
sense.
The left has llllfortunately accepted an orthodoxy on
many issues that is troubling for true liberals who have fought
to have an airing of unpopular views. We should not now seek
to subvert the law simpIy because our "ox is being gored." As
much as some of us may dislike it, the First Amendment
should not be applied selectively based on the political predilections of some members of an audience.
The worst thing liberals can do is to become hypocritical
and auempt to undennine the constitutional protection that
has been so vital to the struggle for the rights of all oppressed
citizens.
I realize I have weaved a tangled web here, but the
underlying point is the same regardless of the topic. Whether
the subject is MAP, affmnative action, welfare policy or
sexual harassment, we who consider ourselves liberal must
remember that we cannot become smugly complacent and
rest on assumptions that may need re-ordering.
R. Edward Golden, lL
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On the MSA Speech-Code Ban

By Michael David Warren, Jr.
Law School MSA Representative
On Monday, March 30 and Tuesday, March 31 elections
for the Michigan Student Assembly ("MSA'') will occur. Allhough the only law school candidate is running unopposed, I
strongly encourage law students to vote, regardless of political
ideology, in favor of a free speech referendum. The referendum
demands that the University eliminate its unconstitutional and
unwise speech code.
The Student Rights Commission ("SRC") of the MSA,
chaired by myself, has issued a 42-page report, c<rauthored by
third-year Peter Mooney and I, condemning the code. The
MSA, in a rare act of unanimity, endorsed the Report and the
SRC-sponsored referendum. The MSA has placed the referendum on the ballot for student approval.
Unlike most political issues, opposition to the speech code
~been embraced by all parties in the election. And all three
have expressed support for the referendum.
The referendum, however, should gamer your vote simply
because the current policy is unjust and unconstitutional.
The University has decided what speech you may and may
not speak and hear on campus, in your dorm, and in class.
The speech code, entitled the ''The Interim Policy on
Discriminatory ," unconstitutionally censors speech. The policy seems to be following the footsteps of its predecessor, an
earlier code which was struck down as an unconstitutional
infringement of the First Amendment by Judge Cohn of the
Eastern District of Michigan.
Moreover, the current code closely parallels the defunct
Wisconsin speech code which was also struck down as unconstitutional in the Eastern District of Wisconsin by Judge Warren. Like the Wisconsin code, the University code prohibits
discriminatory speech directed at an individual with intent to
harm that individual. Although the code has laudable goals, it
poses grave dangers to the Fir~t Amendment.
The commitment to the principles of the freedom of speech
are most forcefully tested in this context since the values of the
speech at issue are abhorrent. Some question the wisdom of pr<r
tecting such speech, misconstruing the advocacy of the right to
express such ideas as an endorsement of those ideas. I believe
in the inherent equality of all persons, that people should be
judged by the content of their character, not immutable characteristics,hence I unequivocally condemn the pernicious ideas of
racism, homophobia, and sexism.
Yet, the hatefulness and wrongfulness of this speech does
not justify its unconstitutional censorship.
First, the code is content based: only speech based on race,
religion, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, etc., is
barred. Hence, speech intended to injure based on intelligence,
test scores, political views, etc., is not barred. The First
Amendment, however, does not allow such content-based regulation.
Second, the code extends beyond the current fighting
wordsdoctrine--Ule only constitutional exception dealing with
this type of speech. That exception demands that speech
directed at an individual must have a reasonable likelihood of
provoking violence to be barred. The current code, of course,
has no such requirement
Further, in Michigan, speech is civilly sanctionable only if
it severely emotionally harms an individual and is "so outrageous in character, so extreme in character, so extreme in
degree, as to go beyond all possible bounds of decency, and to
be regarded as atrocious, and uuerly intolerable in a civilized
society." There is no similar requirement in the University
Code, nor is there even an injury requirement
Third, the code is impermissibly vague. What speech is
covered is uncertain. The enforcement of the code has proven
that even those doling out punishments for violating the code
are unsure of what it means. Similar speech is often dealt with
dissimilarly.
Fourth, the code's procedures resemble the court system of

•

China more than America. The rights to confrontation, counsel,
a neutral decision maker Uurors are chosen from student government appointees-who, of course, are chosen for political
reasons), an open hearing, cross-examination, etc., are all
denied.
Although I cannot condense the remainder of the SRC
Report into this article, other major flaws-especially with
overzealous and improper enforcement-are extant
Regardless of the legality of the code, it should be opposed
as striking at the very core purposes of the First Amendment
The freedom of speech is fundamental to American democracy,
furthers the search fortruth,enables citizens to seek progressive
social change, and undergirds all liberty. The current University code severely undermines each of these important goals of
the First Amendment
The Supreme Court has recognized that the freedom of
speech "is the matrix, the indispensable condition of nearly
every other freedom." Thomas Emerson in "The System of
Freedom of Expression" also explained that "Once one accepts
the premise of the Declaration of lndependenc~at governments 'derive their just powers from the consent of the governed'- it follows the governed must, in order to exercise their
right of consent, have full freedom of expression informing
individual judgments and informing common judgment" The
University, however, has denied srudents the inalienable right
to govern themselves.
Furthermore, only by permitting the expression of pernicious beliefs may they be defeated in the marl<etplace of ideas.
During the McCarthy era, Justice Douglas noted in his dissent
from the infamous decision of Dennis v. United States that
solution to hate speech was more speech: "[Communist books]
are to Soviet Communism what Mein Kampf was to Nazism. If
they are understood, theuglinessofCommunism is revealed, its
deceit and cunning are exposed, the nature of its activities

becomes apP,atent, and the chances of its success less likely."
Furthermore, progressive social change is nearly impossible without the unfettered discussion created by the First
Amendment Then-NAACP President Benjamin Hooks explained: ''The civil rights movement would have been vastly
different without the shield and spear of the First Amendment.
The Bill of Rights ... is of particular importance to those who
have been the victims of oppression."
Moreover, the University's regulation of content-based
speech may lead us down a "slippery slope" of censorship. As
described by the 7th Circuit in American Booksellers Assn. v.
Hudnw, "[r]acial bigotry, anti-semitism, violence on television,
reporters' biases ... [is) all protected speech, however insidious.
Any other answer leaves the government in control of all the
institutions of culture, the great censor and director of which
thoughts are good for us." The University has already outlawed
some categories of speech, and are searching for more. They are
skiing down the slippery slope, dragging us behind them.
Arey Nier, a German-born Jew who fled Gennany just
before the outbreak of World War II and whose grandmother
and uncles were exterminated by the Nazis, defended the Nazis'
right to march in Skokie, Illinois-a community with a large
amount of holocaust survivors. He explained the absolute
necessity of preventing censorship similar to the University's:
"The chances are best for preventing the repetition of the
Holocaust in a society where every incursion on freedom is
resisted .... Suppression of freedom, I believe, is a sure prescription for disaster.... It is dangerous lO let the Nazis have their say.
But is it is more dangerous by far lO destroy the laws that deny
anyone the power tO silence Jews if Jews should need to cry out
to each other and to the world for succor.. .. The Naus ... must be
free LO speak because Jews must be free to speak and because I
must be free to speak."
Save yourself. Vote for free speech.

Reiteration of the Dream Deferred
By Rhonda Edwards, 2L
The hate speech controversy strikes at the core of American society and its values. The issue has been, and continues
to be, mulled over at universities and in court rooms nationwide. The attempts of many schools to enact behavior codes
disallowing hate speech have been rebuffed by the judiciary
as a unwarranted invasion of the First Amendment rights of
those who want to express their hate and intolerance.
In explaining their positions the courts and commentators often rationalize that allowing the public expression of
hateful views gives the community the opportunity tO condemn the speaker and show support for the victim. In theory
that is true. The community does have the opportunity to
react. Thereality,however,isfarmoredifficulttoaccept. The
great majority of people do not react Additionally, a significant number of people heed and adopt the rx>sition of the
speaker. Perhaps the most graphic example is the behavior of
the German community during the reign of Adolf Hitler. The
result of the inaction of many and the misguided actions of
some resulted in the deaths of six million Jews as well as
gypsies, homosexuals and other "undersirables."
It should, then, be apparent that the saying, "Sticks and
stones can break my bones, but words can never hurt me,"
simply is not true. Words can hurt. The black child who is
called a "nigger'' is emotionally altered for life. The issue is
not usually whether he or she can go on living, but how and
in what condition. Even if the community is willing, no
amount of condemnation could repair this damage. It is done.
It is permanent White people wearing buttOns to show their
support, or joining in marches, or writing letters of support to
the victim do not takeaway the pain and the torment The only
way to eliminate the debilitating effect of hate speech is to

stop the speech.
Words have not onIy the power lO hurt but also the power
to kill. Racial epithe~ convcn people mw objec~. With the 1
full sanction of the law and the judicial system, the conveyor
of hate speech desensJUzes the community Blacks are not
people, they are "niggers." They are less than human, less
than ideal, expendable. The arbiter of hate has not only the
right to proselytize, but also has the right to subject unwilling
listeners LO his opinions and beliefs. He has the right to impose
upon the black person with cries of "nigger," "coon" and
"darky." He is free to call the Jew a "kike."
Over time the behavior takes its toll on both those
subjected tO the abuse and the abuser. Viewing the victim as
less than human it becomes easier lO paint swastikas on their
homes and bum crosses on their lawns. It becomes easier to
hit them. It seems easier to stab them, to beat them, tO shoot
them, and yes, to kill them. So ultimately those words that
were tolerated so that thecommunitycould"condemn" them ,
those words that were thought tO be soundly rejected by this
civilized society have resulted in the deaths of innocent
people.
Hate speech cannot be disassociated from hate crimes.
Knowing this, our country has continued tO protect the arbiters of hate. The First Amendment, the argument goes, is a
neutral principle which disallows the censorship of speech on
the basis of content But this is not a neutral principle. The
protection of hate speech is an implicit promotion of the right
of the speaker over the right of his or her victim. The reality
is that the right to speech ofthe hateris more valuable than the
lives of those who his words hurt and kilL Although the

See HATE SPEECH, pose 4
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Pro-Choice Women Deserve Better than Clinton
By Emily J. Auckland, IL
Barring any further scandals, BiJI
Clinton will be the Democrat's candidate for President Once again, the
Democratic party has failed 10 offer
women a real alternative to theRepublican pany on women's issues.
WhileClinton allegedly suppons
women's right to abortion, he also
backs parental consent laws.
Under such a regime, a woman
who is 18 or younger must first obtain a parent's consent or a judicial
bypass to have the procedure performed. In many states which have
adopted parental consent, the judicial bypass option requires the woman
to have legal counsel because of the
complexity of the proceeding and the
needforaflidavits. lfa youngwoman
is unwilling to ask her parents for
permission, how likely is she to submit her story 10 perhaps a dozen
strangers, and face a daunting legal
process in order to obtain an abortion?
Pro-choice women, who constitute the majority of women voters,
once again are forced to witness a
compromise of their reproductive
rights by the Democratic pany. With
access to abortion in question and
with the continued existence of Roe

v. Wade on the line, women's only are uncommon, just unrepon.cd.
The expense of funding the enoption is compromise.
The unquestionable result of pa- forcement of parental consent laws
rental consent laws is to either force would be more wisely spent on sex
matemityonyoungwomenortoforce education programs and mcreasing
young women into so called "back the availability of contraCeptives to
alley" shops for abortions. Needless both young men and women. To
punish the women who get pregnant,
while allowing the young men m"Pro-choice women
volved to walk away, is to punish
• • • once again are
women based on their reproducuvc
forced to tDitness a
capabilities.
There are many instances where
compromise of their
the Democrats have allowed incurreproductive rights
sions into women's reproductive and
personaJ
rights, but this abbreviated
by the Democratic
space does not allow for a full exJ»
party."
sition. In thjs instance, however, the
Democratic party is failing yet again
to say, there could be a rash ofdeaths to offer women a candidate who w1ll
and other adverse consequences work to support their rights without
caused by such a "choice."
reservation, while simultaneously
In the approximately 34 states purporting to be the pany that truly
that restrict access to abortion by represents women.
women under 18, the teenage birthThe Democrats have given
rate has increased.
women half a loaf, and a "lesser of
The haunting flip-side of this is two evils" choice. Do you sacrifice
illustrated in "back alley" cases such unrestricted access to abortion reas that of Becky Bell, a 17-year-old gardless of age, or do you try to save
Indianapolis girl who died after ob- Roe v. Wade from the Republican
taining an illegal abortion. She was axe.
too ashamed to discuss it with her
Is this a choice?
parents. I do not think such stories
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HATE SPEECH,

Defa cing of Posters Degrading

continued from page 3

There was another ugly incident in the law school thls
past week. Early Monday morning, several Federalist Society members placed posters around Hutchins Hall advertising thevisitofJudgeAJex Kosinski. Within an hour,adozen
or more of these posters were defaced with swastikas and/or
the word, "Nazi." These posters were replaced and the same
incident occurred on Wednesday momjng, just prior to
Judge Kosinoo's visit.
Anydefacernentordestructionofothergroups' niersor
posters is outrageous. It is an interference with property and
an infringement offree speech. The behavior in this incident
is especially shocking and abhorrent The word "Nazi" and
the swastika have a singular connotation and association.
This association is with the murder of millions of Jews
Catholics, Gypsies, and others during the period known ~
the Holocaust. To imply that the Federalist Society or any
ofits members condone this genocide is so offensive as to be
beyond description. AJI I can offer up is my personal
reaction. For me, as a Jew and Federalist Society member,
to be implicilly accused of approving of the murder of my
~ancestors who perished at the hands of the Nazis, is one
of the most sickening experiences of my life. As far as I am
concerned it is far worse than if somebody had called me a
"Kike" to my face, an experience which is not unfamiliar to
me.
However, I do not think that just Jewish students or Federalist Society members should be offended. The entire law
school community shouJd feel insulted and degraded by this
cowardly conduct (I say cowardJy because the action was
taken anonymously). This type of vicious ad hominem
attack on members of the law school commuruty corrodes
the dignified and civilized environment that we need, and

must continually demand from ourselves and our peers, for
the healthy exchange of ideas. Once again, the Nazi regime
stood for state sponsored genocide. We all know that no law
school group, left wing or right wing, advocates such horror.
For someone 10 say as much insults us all.
It is iroruc that the Federalist Society was being attacked
as a group of Nazis for sponsoring a Judge who was forced
to flee Eastern Europe for being a Jew. I'm sure that this
irony was lost on the coward responsible for this outrage.
Let us aJI do what we can to see that such incidents do not
take place agajn.
Peter Herman, JL

Dear Editor:

Peter Herman's letter describes one set of recent examples in a long history of defacing posters, despoiling
bulletin boards, and other ki ndrcd act<; tn the Law School. He
properly describes suchacts, when performed anonymously,
as cowardly. They also arc uncivilued and contemptible. It
is djfficultto believe that these are the acts of Law School
students, and I deeply hope they arc not. Whoever may ha vc
done these acts, they should engender a sense of deep and
abiding shame.
Sincerely,
Edward H. Cooper, Associate Dean
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Supreme Court undoubtedly wiiJ, at its next opporturuty, find a
sufficient government interest to ban the burning of an inanj.
mate flag, protecting the lives and liberty of the targets of hate
speech is not considered to be a sufficient reason for "infringing" upon the First Amendment right of the hate-monger.
Why? Partially because those who govern have undoub{edJy been affected by the same hatefuJ words that we ask them
to ban. They are members of the same community 10 whom the
hate-monger has been spreading his message. Maybe they aJso
view racial minorities as less human than themajoriry. "Blacks
are not as important." "Blacks are less worthy." "Blacks are
'niggers.' " Or perhaps the majority is desensjtized to the plight
of those who are the victims of hate speech. It doesn't happen to
them. Some adopt the hate while others don't care. This is the
same social condition which lead to the slaughter of su million
people.
Today, as a black person, I live in sub-America, and enjoy
a lesser freedom than others. The guarantee of life, liberty and
the pursuJt of happtncss is tainted by constant expectations of
racial epithets and taunts. Equal protection as a fundam ental
tenet of American law docs not exist for blacks, although
arguably we are the people Jt was created to prOLect. Blacks
never walk down the street free of fear that the taunts and the
jeers wiiJ return. Nor do we know if, next time, the perpeuator
w1ll stop at words. We are forced to carry on somewhere

the knowledge of what might happen is the realization that when
it does, and tt will, when we arc once again called "nigger," or
taunted by students in blackface, or given flyers poruaymg
castrated black men hanging from trees, there is nothing we can
do. We have no claim, we have no recourse. Once agam, we
carry the burden so that others may be free to "express themselves" and enjoy their freedom. And freedom for blacks, Iiberty
for us? That can wajt.
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LSSS President's Year-in-Review
Dear Fellow Students:
As the school year comes to a close, I am
writing to you to summarite the Senate's acU\ilies and accomplishmentS for 1991-1992.
Thanks to the effortS of many individuals this
year. the Senate has enjoyed a successful term.
STUDENTS
STUDENT Sl)RVEY
Through a comprehensive student survey,
the Senate received approximately 275 student
responses to various questions that addressed
issues in the law school. Soon to be completed,
the Senate's final repon will list the survey's
resultS, identify the main areas of student concern, and provide the administration and faculty with essential information about student
life. I will present the repon to the faculty,
administration, and student body within the
next two weeks.
COMPliTER SUPPORT
Through the comb1ncd cffons of Ted
Graham, the Senate's Computer Commiuce,
and the general student body, the Senate is
preparing a formal proposal for additional
computer suppon from Dean Bollinger and the
law school. This proposal will set out the
immediate and long term needs of the law
studentS and identify the hardware and software requirementS. Along the same lines, the
Senate has commenced a comprehensive study
to review Information Technology Division's
QTD) past suppon of the school, to compare
our school's computer resources with the business school and the engineering school, and to
determine an efficient way to request and receive funding from lTD.
MEET THE DEANS SERIES
The Senate arranged for several of the
school's administrators LO visit with the general
student population in open forums to discuss
current and future activities, provide useful
mformation, and address student concerns. This
~ ear the following administrators auended our
series: L Dean Bollinger, 2. Dean Eklund, 3.
Dean Gordon, 4. Nancy Krieger, 5. Katherine
Gottschalk, 6. Dean Shields.
SFF/SENAIE AUCTION
The Senate co-sponsored the annual Student Funded Fellowship Auction lO raise funds
for public interest fellowships and to promote
publjc interest work. Through our combined
effons, the auction drew iLS largest audience
and raised iLS most money in iLS history.
CLOTHING SALES
This year the Senate successfully held
three general sales and plans a fourth for this
spring with a new design. Our effons have
lowered your cost, improved the delivery process, and afforded you with sufficient variety
and flexibility.
ABA
The Senate has become an active participant in the American Bar Association (ABA)
and iLS Law Student Division (LSD). We have
provided representatives to attend regional
meetings, promoted Michigan in the ABN
LSD, exchanged information with other law
schools through the ABA, and provided our
studems with valuable information about
membership and contest~ in the ABA. This
year, rwo of our studentS will represent the

Midwest Region in the ABA 's National Client
Counseling Competition and two studentS will
seek national office in the ABM..SD.
SPEAKERS SERIES
The Senate's Speaker's Committee arranged and sponsored several speakers including Professor Anhur Miller who spoke about
the litigation explosion and iLS reform and
Harris Weinstein, Chief Counsel, Office of
Thrift Supervision, who discussed the savings
and loan scandal and iLS recovery. The Senate
plans lO sponsor a talk by Professor Lawrence
Tribe in the fall.
GENERAL SERVICES
The Senate maintained a calender/bulletin
board, a suggestion box in the Lawyer's Club,
and office hours which provided studentS with
information about law school eventS, a voice in
the operation of the Lawyer's Club, and general assistance with any issue confronting a
student
SOCIAL fUNCJlONS
Through the fme effons of our Social
Committee and iLS numerous volunteers, the
Senate sponsored and ho ted the followi ng
social eventS: 1. Law School NiteatRick's I, ll,
& Ill, 2. Halloween Pany at the PHlD, 3. PreExam Pany at the Club, 4. Casino Night, and 5.
The PHID House Jam Pany. This spring, the
Senate plans to take studentS to see the Detroit
Tigers play, co-host the Law Revue, and host
an outdoor End-of-Year bash on the Quad. The
Spons Committee has also pitched in with a
variety of sporting eventS including the annual
softball tournament, bowling competition, billiards shoot-out, singles racketball, and the
basketball tournament
FACULTY/ADMINISTRATION
STANDING COMM1TIEES
Through our standjng committees, the
Senate worked closely with the faculty's administrative commiuees to exchange information and provide assistance in addressing student issues especially with regard to faculty
hiring.
ADMlSSIONS
The Senate helped the Admissions Office
and phoned admitted studentS in the Phone-AThon and visited with admitted studentS during
the school's Preview Weekends.
ACCREDITATION
During the school's accreditation process,
I met with the ABA's inspection team to discuss student issues and general information
about Michigan's law school. The Senate's
Executive Board reviewed and provided commentS on the school's self-study that the administration prepared for the accreditation
process.
RECYCLED PAPER
The Senate has worked with the Copy
Center to provide recycled paper at no addjtional cost and substitute recycled paper where
possible for orders such as course packets. We
have asked the faculty and administration to
substitute recycled paper wherever possible.
So far the faculty and administration have
responded favorably to this request
SOCIAL SERVICES
CANNED FOOD DRIVE
During the fall semester, the Senate held a

food drive that raised over 300 cans of food for assistance of many iodjviduals. I want lO exfamil ies in Washtenaw County. This spring, tend our thanks and sincere appreciation on
the Senate will hold a second food drive with behalf of the Senate and the student body for
the assistance of other professional schools everyone who helped out LSSS this year.
I sincerely hope that the Senate has served
such as the pharmacy school and medical school.
you well this year and in the future, continues
5K AMBULANCE CHASE
This spring the Senate will hold a 5K fun to provide good service and strong advocacy
run with the medical school that will provide for the fine studentS at the University of Michifunds for the Ronald McDonald Home for gan Law School. Take care and good luck on
fmals.
children.
Sincerely,
THANK YOU
Jose Vela Jr., President of LSSS
As I said above, the Senate could not have
provided these services or eventS without the

LSSS Candidate Statements
Wednesday is April Fools Day, but it will
also be the day to pul aside silly things and think
about "serious" issues-politics, as elections for
next year's L.SSS representatives will be held from
9 a.m. 10 5 p.m. in front of Room 100. Here are
candidate statements from most of the l!IUlOUJlCed
candidates.

VICE-PRESIDE.' iT (one choice)
COLLEEN LENNON
I am interested in running for vice president
of the Law School Student Senate primarily for
one reason - I like Jaw school I enjoy being a pan
of Michigan Law School and would like to share
this auitudc with the rest of the Iaw school community. The best way to do this, in my estimation, is
by becoming a part of the Law School Student
Senate. When committed to something, I believe
in giving 100% of my time and energy. ! am committed to the law school and am willing to give
100% to the Student Senate.

SECRETARY (two chokes)
ar ro BEATIY, ill
The Law School Studenl Senate should be the
most important service organiz.ation in the law
school. There are several things the L.SSS must do
to achieve this goal. LSSS must make greater efforts to \D'\it.e and support all students and their
respective groups, regardless of ideology, special
interest, gender, race, or sexual orientation; espe·
cially in the area of funding. L.SSS must provide
greater opportunities for Jaw students to address
the concerns of the corrununity outside of the Jaw
school. LSSS must make itself more accessible to
the student body in order the students can utilize it
as its primary resource for addressing their concerns. My enthusiasm, creativity and detennina·
tion make me the mosl suitable candidate for obtaining these goals. The L.SSS must have me in its
leadership.
BRlAN KELLEY- No statement received

include more panies, Rick's nights and sponing
events.
LAUREN KRASNOW
As current "Remedial Section" rep. I've
planned parties with 1st-year MBA's and med
srudents and organized happy hours and asoftba.ll
game/picnic wtth our professors. I wrote period
newsleners and made announcements to inform
my section about poorly-publicized academic resources, fmancial aid. registtation, etc. I persuaded one of our professors to abolish our only
Friday class. Finally, I organiLed my section Tshin and the Summer Address LisL lf elected as
2nd-year rep, I'll expand our social calendar to
include a 2L "Post-Job Hunt fonnal" and events
with other grad/professional schools. I'll also actively address Placemenl Office problems. I'd
appreciate your support Thanks! I
CHRISTOPHER WARE-DORMAN
The position of Second Year Representative
can augmem a resume or be used as acreative tool.
This year the need for open. aea1ive leadership
has been evident. lbe conttoversy surrounding
MAP suggests that the dialogue among students
and with the faculty is deftcienL As representa·
tive,my first task will beestablishing amedium to
discuss student concerns. Secondly, I suggest
malting student government a more visible and
accessible entity. This will help give us unity, as
opposed to being loosely-tied basement groups. I
have exhibited the skills necessary to implement
these ideas. My junior year in college, in response
to student complaints, I established the Student
Tenan1 Alliance. lbe Alliance assisted students
and screened landlords for unfair practices. Additionally, I helped organize a program which assembled students to discuss racial issues in an
open forum. This type of innovation is what we
need our second year at Michigan. If elected. I will
use the position to innovate, not to land a second·
year job.

TREASURER (one choke)
2ND YEAR REP. (three choices)
BRlAN ABRAMS - No statemenl reoeived.
JEFFKOPPY
Having already spenl a year on the Law
School Student Senate as the section representa- MSA ELECTION, REFERENDUM
In addilion UJ the LSSS races, campus-wide
tive for the Sununer Suut.ers, I hope to continue in
this capacity as one of the two Second Year Rep- ekctiolu for the MicJUgan Stud.t!nl Aswnbly are
resentatives. Ifelected, I believe my knowledge of I16J wuJ:. Voting will taU ploce Monday and
the inner workings of the Senate would be an asset Tuesday.
Harry Nel.wn is the Olliy law studou riUIIIing
to addressing both the large and small concerns of
forMSA
. Heisa second-)t!arandiscompaigning
individuals in the Second Year Class. Encouraged
by the large success and turnout of the Swnmer as a member ofthe C~rvaJive Coalilion party.
Also on the ballcf is a rtfumdum asking
Starter Fonnal this March, I would also work in
conjunction with the Social Commiuee to provide stlldenl.s to oppose spuch codts. The Umvusily
the 2nd year class, and the school, with a new and cwrt!lllly has an in1u1111 policy that covers s~
wide variety of social opportunities. This would discrimiNllory speech.
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PERCEPTIONS, continuedfrompagel
to MAP students that was not offered to the rest
of their students. This includes general advice
as well as substantive information about a
course or answers oo how to prepare for and
take exams. Professors Beverly Pooley, Patricia White, Larry Kramer and Kent Syverud
mentioned that if they offered a review session
to MAP students, the same help was offered to
all students in the section.
For example, last semester White conducted a writingretreat for MAP students where
students were given advice on how to prepare
for and take exams. She then held an additional
session for the all students, which included the
same informationand activities. White offered
the review session for the rest of her class,
because she said she "was concerned about
perceptions" non-MAP students might have.
Kramer also taught an exam preparation
session to MAP students, but then offered a
general session which was open to all interested students and included advice from other
professors as well. Kramer was concerned that
all students needed to feel more at ease about
exams. His session was one way to help alleviate exam fears.
"Students believe there are tricks to learn,"
said Kramer, criticizing students who were
openly upset about these MAP sessions. "Any
opportunity to learn the tricks is seen as a legup on your classmates. However, exams arc
about substance, not tricks."
He added that his MAP session was not a
tutorial, it was a confidence-builder, a way to
show that exams were "doable" and make them
"less mysterious."
In addition to professors' specific academic suppon, theadminisuation offers tutoring to all students who request it. If any student
needs individualized help with a class, they
may request a tutor, free of charge.
However, in contrast to individualized
tutoring, MAP offers no soch specific assistance. MAP students choose when to attend the
weekJy, one-hour sessions, few of which address academic issues. If a MAP student wants
tutoring, he must go through the regular channels.
While Professor Alex A1einikoff said MAP
guarantees "an equal education opportunity"
and doesn 'tdisadvantage non-participants, there
remains a perception that when professors speak
to MAP students about academic topics, somehow others are short-changed.
Several professors gave explanations for
this reaction.
One which was was reitercated many times
was that a tight job market means a smaller

piece of the pie to share. Any action which
seems to shrink the pie is viewed hostilely.
MAP students are perceived by some as receiving insider information on how to get more of
the pie through better grades or otherwise.
Critics see clear cause-effect relationships
between MAP and jobs or grades.
This perception combined with the anxiety of law school exams as a predicter of future
success gives rise to criticisms of any MAP
sessions which are academic in nature.
While this is a concern for some students,
some faculty countered that this "shrinking
pie" argument ignores factors which are so
ingrained that they cease to be noticed.
"'Is MAP fair?' This is not the question to
ask," said Dean Eklund. "Given what we know
about the needs of minority students, we should
ask, 'Will this program fulfill the appropriate
needs?'"
A.Jeinikoff said that the average white
student at Michigan doesn 'trecognize the privileges and benefits they have, because almost
the entire faculty is white, most interviewers
are white, and the majority of students are
-:

.

"I s MAP fair? This is not
the question to ask.
Git,en what we know
about the needs of
minority students, we
should ask 'Will this
program fulfill the
appropn.ate needs.? '"
- De an Sue Eklund

careful and very aware of her surroundings.
Aleinikoff said this is an example of an
implicit privilege white students don't recognize that they have. Drawing on the analogy, he
said white students are unaware of many of the
inherent privileges they have and the inherent
comfon they feel due to their race. Minority
students though are very aware of these inherent privileges and are bewildered when programs like MAP arc criticized as reverse discrimination when the deck seems so obviously
stacked already.
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. What .I i'o .Erofs .Do in,. MAP Sessions?
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• write exams
• wnte resumes
·.
3. S{leak on timely topics: job searches,
scheduling classes, course content
4. Aucnd .social functions: eat pizza,

join in informal "rap.. 'leSsions
5. New this year: conduct a writing retreat; partitipate in a 5-day session before
school started orienting students on what to
expect in:Iaw school
6. Offer a friendly faculty face
white.
"They don't recognize the ease this gives
them," he said. "It's their world and they don' t
view it as a privilege. It is a willful blindness."
He likened these implicit advantages to a
situation he often refers to in class.
If a man and a woman arc both walking
home from the library at night, the man wiU be
oblivious to feeling afraid or even nervous
about it The woman, though, will know who is
around, wilJ have her keys in her hand, wiU
walk quickly and know that she should be

" Others are hurt by so
much f ocus on the
minority problem. {MAP)
could be done differently
without bright lines. We
can 't ignore the rest of
the student body. "
- Pr ofessor Doug Kahn

7: Get to know students ootsi<k: of class

~·Help StudentS feel more COtnfortable
so they might participate more in class
9.0fferaquestion/answersessionabout
substantive courses
·
10. Be a resource for students to go to if
problems occur
Faculty become involved by responding
to aMAP mstructor who asks if the professor
bas time and is willing to teach a session or
attend a session. Sometimes Deun Virginia
Gordan. who runs the program, will ask a
professor to participate. However, it is most
often the MAP ins~ruetors who oo the asking
and org-clllizing. Faculty members always
have the optk>n to decline.

.

On the other hand, Profcssor Douglas Kahn
said there needed to be some "rethinkmg"
about MAP, because "we are alienating many
people by havmg a MAP program."
"Others arc hurt by so much focus on the
minonty problem," he added. "It could be done
dtfferentJy without bright lines. We can't ignore the rest of the student body."
While he felt that MAP is a "good source
of support" for minority students, Kahn's concern stemmed from a belief that the law school
could and should do a beuer job of making all
students feel more comfOrtable.

Perception 2: MAP is primarily an
academic support group.
Reality: MAP is primarily a social support
group.
While some MAP meetings address academics, the majority of sessions arc social in
nature. The extent to which MAP is academic
includes a few meetings addressing the following topics: how to read and brief a case; what
arc the "ropes" of law study; how to outJine;
practice exercises for legal writing, including
exam writing; and discussion of old exams.
There arc variations on these topics from year

to year, but these are essentially the staples,
according to the administration.
Dean Gordan felt that when students or
faculty focus on MAP as an academic tutorial
group it is not only erroneous, but that"iuakes
its toll on the lives of minority students and
creates ugly individual situations." She referred to an incident last semester in which a
MAP student was verbally attacked by a wlute
student who had become upset when he discovered that her MAP group was going to lake
a practice exam for a class he also had.
Gordan likened many of the MAP sessions to the Case Clubs sharing a pitcher of
beer with the Deans or professors. Shaw said
he tried to 'acclimatize students" to law school
by talking with them in general, informal
terms.
Gordan said all MAP session topics are
those which all first year students want to
know about and end up learning through other
student<; and faculty. "MAP is simply an organized program of those services and information whtch arc available to all," she said.
Fre4uentJy, professors emphasized the
support f unc uon of MAP as its core. A1einikoff
satd MAP "lets students know they are full
and welcome membersofthelaw school community. \1AP's value is as an important support program for people who often, not always, feel alienated, unsure, silenced, or insecure."
In addition to making the law school a
friendlter place, White said informal sessions
introduce students to a friendlier face. The
value of meeting and talking with profess<XS
mformally is that students may feel more
comfortable participating in class. Breaking
down bamers in class, in tum, creates an atmosphere more conducive to active learning.
"MAP's role is as a ready-made soct.al
group. It develops a comfortable relationshtp
with a friendly, accessible facu lty face," said
White.
Perception 3: All students feel disoriented
and/or alienated equally in law school.
Reality: Students of color tend to feel
alienated and tend to be treated differently
in many instances because of their racial
background.
This perception is perhaps most important and yet least regarded as threatening by
non-participants. But it is here that the crux of
MAP operates most usefully, professors and
administrators said.
As an analogy, Shaw reflected on his
years at Columbia Law School where his
Continued on ne%t page
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studentS of color have a unique background as
"perception was one of alienation." .
"Looking back, I now sec confusiOn as a a result of their race. Post-secondary educanatural pan of the first year process," he said. tional studies abound aucsting to inherent dis"Most first years suffer uncertainties, in sec uri- criminations minority students experience,
ties. But the perception on the part of minority practices which do not seem to be discriminaswdents is that the process is alienating be- tory on the face because they are so entrenched
in our social fabric.
CillLSt they are minority studentS.
• Talking to minority students and alums
"One of the goals of MAP IS to assure
minority srudenLS that the process they are offers evidence that students of color are 1alkcd
going through is difficult for all studentS, and
that they can thrive here."
" MAP lets students know
All of the professors interviewed agreed
they are full and welcome
that the lawschool should serve all ItS studentS
reuer, and most agreed that ~tAP studentS
members of the law school
ha'-eexhibited compelling need for an undercomrnunity. MAP's value is
Siallding of their unique backdrop of experi-

ence.

Dean, he did a study of currently enrolled minorities and found that these students felt a
heightened sense of alienation which was attributable to race.
"The routine mechanisms in place just
didn 't seem 10 work for minority students,"
said Eklund. "Even with MAP, we don' t help
enough."
While some faculty believe that all fust

as an important support

Syverud said he faced a "painful reality"
p rogram for p eople who
when he came to teach here that "almost all of
often, not always, f eel
our minority alumni had a m1scrable experienceinthis law school,and man} of them hated
alienated , unsure, siitlen ced, or insecure . "
"As a faculty, we were obh"'ous to this
- Professor Alex AleinikofT
reality, as were almost aJJ of the ' majority'
srudents," he said.
Shawsaid MAPhelps"p1erce" the perception that minority srudenLS arc ouL~1de rs in the to and talked about often based solely on race.
process and that law school 1s sLJCkcd against One Astan-Amencan woman spoke of eaung
potatoes m the Lawyer's Club dining room.
!h!m.
The administration stands firm ly behind Her roommate asked 111 all senousness, "I didn't
the MAP program for several rca 'iOns. Deans think you'd Iike polatocs. I thought you'd prelee Bollinger, Eklund and Gordan po10tcd to fer rice." This is just one minor example of the
:hree specific proofs wh1ch Ju ... ufy ~1AP's kmds of expenences students of color cxpene:ustcnce:
encc frequently, the Deans srud.
•It is a well-documented phenomena that
• When Bollmger ftrSt began serving as

year studentS share more similarities than differences, Bollinger said he would argue that
there are greater differences than most realize.
Further, he said there is no basis for the argufore the administration has a responsibility to
renect what conditions or ideals it feels should
exist in the world. MAP is one way to achieve
those goals, he said.
Gordan and Eklund pointed to other pro-

~

grams formed in response 10 specifiC student
needs.

The Women Law Students Association
was given administrative support when it became obvious that women students of varying
backgrounds neededagroupwhichcouldfunctionas both a forum for women to feel comfortable in voicing concerns and a place to get information from older students.
Similarly, the Big Brother/Big Sister program was instituted when incoming students
expressed how helpful it would be 10 have a
mentor to ask questions. Older Wiser Law
Students (OWLS) began in response to students who had been out of school for a time
wanting a similar resource. Likewise, the
administration would support other groups who
exhibit an identifiable need.
But another argument advanced which
questions MAP's grouping is voiced by Kahn
and echoed by a few other faculty members.
"The argument that some don't learn as
well without the comfort of their own group is
an unacceptable answer," said Kahn. "Given
the mix-up of students, why arc these minority
students cohesive and comfortable as a group
given their other differences? Our students are
our studentS, and we can't distinguish them."
However, the tie that binds these students
is a sense and a reality that because of their
race, they are treated a certain way, MAP
supporters said. These feelings of al1enation,
supporters said, signifies a vit.a.l reason for this
sameness to ovemde other differences and
maybe the jusufication for their groupmg.

Deans Face Questions of Fairness

Ne e d for Program Still Exists
By Lynette D. Simmons
RG News Writer
ln a recent interviC\\. Deans Y1rginia
Gordan and Susan B.lun,J reaffirmed the
phtlosophy the administration and facu lty of
the law school arecommmcd 1o: "Establishing programs that meet needs ~rated by law
students."
The Minority Affrurs Program (MAP),
the Deans srud, is an e\arnplc of such a
program which not onl> mcch nxds stated
by students, but also n<X:~h that Eklund sa1d
are "documented."
The forerunner of the current MAP
program began in the m1d-'?Os as the result
oftheeiTortsof the Hispan1c La.... Students'
Association and the Black L.:t .... SLudents'
Alliance in response to urg1ngs b} thetr
members. First-year students of color often
found the usual pressures of :Kademic uncertainty magnified by the unusual social
and cultural isolation distmct to thc1r small
membership, the Deans sa1d
MAP offered these students a comfortable place to discuss pressmg soc1al and
academic concerns privatel y and Jearn from
the experience of their peers. Students of
color could openly question the impetus
behind the rolled eyes and groans wh1ch may
have followed their remarks 111 class, as well
as recount experiences good and bad, EkJund

and Gordan said.
In the early '80s, the administration formally undertook the adm1mstrauon of MAP
and conunued MAP's Case Club-like format
and ItS two primary components of academ1c
and peer support in response to the continuing
need to acclimate studentS of color academically and socially to the unique atmosphere of
the law school.

able to a MAP participant is available to majority students, but not all in one place," said
EkJund.
The law school pays tutors to assist any
student who feels he or she is in need of
academic help, including outlining and test
taking. A student simply needs to contact Dean
Gordan's office. Similarly, first-year students
are invited to participate in the Big Brother/Big

The forerunner of the current MAP program began in the
mid-'70s as the result of the efforts of the Hispanic Law
Students' Association and the Black Law Students' Alliance in resp onse to urgings by their members. First-year
stu dents of color often found the usual pressures of
academic uncertainty magnified by the unusual social and
cultural isolation distinct to their smaU membership.
Each section of MAP has two student Sister program so they can ask an experienced
leaders and a faculty advisor. Participation is law student social and academic questions.
Some MAPcriticshave wondered whelhcr
voluntary and often sporadic because MAP
there
is still a need for the program, since the
se ions are an addition to the regular academic
Law
School
dramatically increased its minorschedule. StudentS are given the opportunity to
ity
enrollment
for this year's entering class.
ask second and third year students for advice,
About
25
percent of this year's 360 tuexchange outlines and take practice exams.
dents
were
minorities,
which was the highest
"Thcoretically, everything that is avail-

7

percentage for any previous entering class
and about eight percent higher than the the
numbers for the past few years.
This year's entering class also had the
largest percentage ever of women: 47 percent
But the administration has stressed that
admissions standards were not lowered to
admit more minorities and women and have
pointedoutthattheaverage LSATsand GPAs
of this year's class were nearly identical to
last year's entering class.
When questioned about the fairness of
MAP, Eklund, who was in charge of admissions for this year's entering class, responded
that perhaps the proper question to ask is "is
MAP reasonable?"
"Given the fact tha1 an African-American woman at this Law School recently won
a settlement against the Ann Arbor Police
Department for injuries she sustained in a
false arrest, I think the answer is ' Yes.'"
Eklund added that in light of the fact that
students ofcolorstill faceuniqucsocial prejudices, the need for MAP continues because
"students of color often blame themselves
when they feel insecure socially and academically."
"The peer and academic support of MAP
helps students son real problems from illusory ones," said Eklund.
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Faculty Offer Ideas
for MAP~ Future
By Julie Beck
RG News Writer
The old maxim "ifyou 'renotpanofthe
solution, you're part oflhe problem" is pat·
ticularly cogent to the arguments surrounding the Minority Affairs Program (MAP).
And il's a maxim Michigan facully members do not seek to invoice.
Professors and administrators alike had
suggestions as to how to change MAP.
Many professors interviewed st.rongly
believed that the Law School needs to serve
its students in a way that invites a sense of
shared community.
Professor Kent Syverud said he would
welcome suggestions on how the school
could help effectively form groups for all
students who would otherwise fall through
Lhe cracks here.
"That, I think, is the question we should

focus on- how to reach all the students who
we might lose through the cracks, rather than
how to wreck one of the few significant teach·
ing programs at this school that is aimed at such
students," he said.
In advocating the broad goals of MAP as
being ones worthy of being extended to all
students, Professor Patricia White said: "The
answer is not to get rid of MAP. The answer is
to broaden its mission, to replicate."
Commenting on the diversity within the
MAP group, she added that since the MAP
group has been enriched by that diversity that
similar groups which would include white
students of various backgrounds could only be
beneficial. She said CaseClubscould be a good
place to start in a way of starting more integrated support groups.
Other faculty, however, feel that MAP
doesn't go far enough.

"We want to make law
school as intellectually
exciting as possible. But
we must also make sure
all groups are able to
participate."
- Dean Lee Bollinger

"1 have been in favor of making the program more rigorous," said Professor Alex
Aleinikoff. "I don't think it docs enough. I
would welcome programs for all to be more
intellectually stimulated."
Dean Lee Bollinger echoed this feeling
with a twist. "We want to make law school as
intellectually exciting as possible," he said.
"But we must also malcesureall groups are able
to participate."
While Bollinger said he is supportive of
activities or programs which would benefit all

students, he would still stress the need for
MAP regardless of the existence of other
programs.
Others feel that MAP is highly selective
and obvious about it. Professor Doug Kahn
said that selection could be done more "tactfully because wearealienating manypeople."
He also argued that groups like MAP
tend to have separatist influences which may
harm rather than help those involved. He
said he believes that what is offered to one
group should be offered to alJ or not to any.

MINORITY AFFAIRS PROGRAM, continued from page 1
scent.
Hence, many students who participate in
MAP value it, fllst and foremost, as a means of
overcoming such isolation.
"For those of us who were insecure, it was
helpful to realize other people with a common
background were in the same boat," Suggs
said.
Reflecting on her own experience, a MAP
instruCtor who didn't want to be identified said
that "even though I graduated summa cum
laude, I carne in here feeling like people looked
at me as a 'gift case.' MAP helped me realize
1 have as much reason to be here as anyone
else."
ButevenifMAPstudentsthemselvesview
MAP primarily as a peer suppon system, MAP
activities go well beyond that description.
Staffed by seven second- and third-year
law students, three facultyadvisors and Gordan,
most of the MAP programs focus on developing legal skills and the mechanics of legal
study.
MAP students have an opportunity to
participate in a five-day orientation the week
before Law School begins. In addition to making
acquaintances, meeting their professors, and
fmding out about resources at the Law School,
Lhe students aJso participate in simulated classes.
The main purpose of the orientation, Ross
said, is to familiarize you with class, and possibly to mitigate the element of intimidation
with which all fllSt years are familiar.
During each term, MAP sections meet
periodically for one-hour sessions.
Gearedprimarilytowardshowingstudents
the ropes of study, typical topics include how
to brief a case, how to construct an outline or
how to use hornbooks and other outside resources effectively. Toward the end of the
term, some professors from the specific sections wiU distribute old exams or other hypotheticals and discuss with MAP students

how to go about constructing an answer. Some
professors may even provide specific feedback
to students who turn in a written answer.
MAP also sponsors a weekend writing
relleat during each semester, where participants take a practice _exam for a particular
subject and go over Lheir answers with professors.
These "academic" programs, needless to
say, have sparlced student controversy in other
years and again this year and can have a divisive effect

to do this for sLUdents generally, while those

who won't do so for MAP arc also less accessible to the section as a whole," Gordan said.
"And other students can get advice on outlining
or exam writing from Case Club supervisors."
Moreover, MAP confers no special academic advantage , the Deans claimed. They
said that MAP just tries to offer participants a
"second crack" at the same things going on in
their classes.
That second crack is important, Gordan
said, because "it allows you to ask the same

r - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

" When you find out that there's some service that 's
available, but n~t available to you, you 're resentful •.. To
me it 's only fair that I should have an opportunity to join
up if my tuition is funding it. "
- Tracy lle in.hold, 1 L
"We could suroive here on our oum without MAP. It has
nothing to do with my academic perfonnance. What it
does is make me feel more comfortable in class."
- Becky Rou, 1 L

"When you findoutthatthere'ssomeservice that's available, but not available to you,
you're resentful," Tracey Heinhold, a fllSt·
year, said.
Heinhold added that she was also worried
that by running an academic program exclusively for minority students within a highlycompetitive system, the Law School is sending
a discriminatory message: "We would prefer
these people do better, others do less well."
Gordan and Sue Eklund, Associate Dean
for Student Affairs, are trying to assuage such
concerns. They pointed out that mo t resources
available to MAP students are aJso available to
any other, sufficiently-motivated individual.
"The professors who are wiJling to discuss
practice exams with MAP students are willing

'dumb' questions that your classmates are
asking ina context where others won'tattribute
your question to your race."
MAP also provides an alternative menloring system for minority students, who may
feel more comfortable approaching a MAP
instructor than a Case Club supervisor. Instructors look over resumes and cover letters, pass
out old outlines critique writing samples and
conduct mock interviews for MAP students.
But again, Gordan stressed, these are all things
that Case Club supervisors ordinarily will do
for any student who asks.
This assessment by the Deans generally
matched the experiences of MAP students
"We could survive here on our own without MAP," Ross said. "It has nothing to do with

my academic performance. What it does is
make me feel more comfortable talking in
class." The MAP instructor added that"It's the
same material presented in other contexts. But
it's helpful to have it in an environment where
you can relax and not worry about other people
judging you."
Suggs was more blunL "To me, MAP was
most effective when it became a general bitch
session.... I didn't want to come to hear a
professor speak.''
Bobby Lee, a second-year and a member
of the Law School Student Senate, disagreed.
He said he believes he benefited from the extra·
curricular attention MAP provided. "But everyone catches up at the end anyway."
Still, the notion of a Law School-sponsored program with a largely academic component, maintained exclusively for minority students, creates some uneasiness. One LSSS
student senator questioned MAP's effectiveness.
"If the goal (of MAP) is to overcome the
feeling of sticking out, (of) being looked at as
an affirmative action admit," he said, "then
isn't being pan of an academic program that's
just for minorities a little self-defeating?"
Heinhold had a different concern. "To me
it's only fair that I should have an opponunity
to join up if my tuition is funding it"
But MAP students saw less cause for
concern.
Ross said a program reserved for minority
students is necessary "to give minority students
an opportunity to talk about problems that onJ y
they experience" - problems both in and out
of the classroom.
And first-year Alejandro Navarro said he
perceives MAP as an inclusive rather than an
exclusive program. "MAP says to minorities,
'we're supporting under-represented groups.
We want you here.' "
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Kozinski KO's Kooky Courts
By Daniel A. Cohen
RG News Writer
It's an advertising jingle. It's a tort principle. Well actually, it's bolh.
That was 91h U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals Judge Alex Kozinski's message to plaintiffs seeking to recover for lhCJr own selfdestructive behavior.
Arguing !hat individuals who knowingly
engage in seriously dangerous activity- such
as teenagers who mix drinking, Judas Priest
records and loaded f uearms- should bear lhe
full cost of any injury !hey suffer, Kozinski
dubbed his view ''the Toyota Principle," which
follows lhe principle of "You asked for it, you
gOl it"
ln a speech sponsored by lhe Federalist
Society on Wednesday, Kozinski lambasted
recent state and federal decisions which allowed plaintiffs to proceed on a comparative

RANKJNG,

negligence theory for injuries !hey suffered by
intentionally putting themselves in hann 'sway.
The Judge was shocked, for example, by a
recent California decision which allowed a
plaintiff to proceed on a lheory of "auractive
nuiSance," even !hough he was injured while
seeking to steal electrical cable from live wires
suspended forty feet above lhe ground.
And Kozinski was absolutely flauened by
a suicidal plaintiff who settled a suit for
$650,000, after an abortive attempt to get
htmself run over by a subway car.
Such legal results defeat lhe tort system's
goal of discouraging irresponsible behavior,
said Kozinski.
"Admittedly, people bent on self-destructive behavior don't normally act with an eye
toward recovering in a law suit should !hey
survive their own folly," he said.
"But courts indirectly influence such be-

deans.
Cooper's harshest cnticism was for lhe
category in which M1ch1gan placed only 22nd
-"faculty resources." This categol) IS calculated by includmg lhc school's expenditures
per student, the student-to-teacher muo, and
the number of books, microfiche, and micromm in the law library dn.ided by the number of
students.
Because of dependence on state govemment largesse, public schools suffered in this
category. Cooper called this measure "just plain
bananas," and was especially d1sgusted by the

library measure. "What counts is reliable access to a small number of things," not the
number of books, he said.
Moreover, the survey fails to measure
perhaps lhe most important measure of a law
school: the quality of the teaching.
U.S. News' Tucker defended the rankings,
but acknowledged the need for improvement.
"We're not saying the survey is perfect, but it's
a basis," he said, adding that U.S. News consuiL~ lawyers and deans in ways to improve the
survey.
U.S. News & World Report's
Top 10 Law Schools
I. Yale
2. Harvard
3. Stanford
4. Chicago
5. Columbia

Korin.sk i

No doubt, some defendants Kozinski hears
on appeal wiU be singing, "I love what you do
for me."

L S SS, continued from page 1
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where LSAT scores aren't all !hat important,"
he said. "Wiser admission processes don 'tlook
at just lhe numbers. We have a searching renew with a lot of subjective judgments" U.S.
.Vtws does not measure.
U.S. News spokesperson Matthew Tucker
defended the criteria. "Schools do make their
determinations based on the LSA T and GPA,
no mauer whatlhey may say."
This year entering class of I L's came with
a median LSAT score of 44, while the Law
School admitted slightly more than 14 percent
of those who applied.
Placement success is the second category
employed by U.S. News. It is based on recruiting visits to lhe school, the average starting
salary of graduates, and the percentage of lhe
1991 class wilhin six months after graduation.
Michigan, whose 1991 graduates arc paid an
average annual salary of $62,270 per year,
finished only 11th in this category.
The survey, however, fails to adjust for the
disparity in starting salaries due to where students choose to work. For example, lhe 1991
graduates from New York University were
paid a whopping S76,424 this year while their
counterparts from Columbia received more
than $74,000, mostly because they tend to stay
in New York rather than work in an area wilh a
lower cost of living, such as the M1dwest
Michigan fared best in lhe "reputation"
category, where it finished 4th behind Harvard,
Yale, and Stanford in a survey of lawyers and
judges and tied for ftrst ~ith the other members
of the top six in a survey of professors and

havior by shifting blame from lhe self-destructive agent to others, encouraging denial
of personal responsibility for one's own conduct."
Kozinski cited lhe case of Bryan Wilson,
a protest marcher who played a losing game of
chicken wilh an oncoming mwtitions train.
Wilson, who could have left lhe rrack at any
time, believed he had no reason to do so because the train had a duty to stop.
Kozinski contends !hat the tort system
sends lhe wrong message by encouraging such
beliefs. Instead, "lhe tort system should encourage people to protest where !hey won't
get hit by trains. n
Kozinski added that he advocateS a more
active role for appeals court judges.
"We should reverse large jury awards in
these personal injury cases if they have no
rational basis," he said.

6. Michigan
7.NYU
8. Virginia
9. Duke
l 0. Pennsylvania

Top 10 List of Ways Michigan
Law Can Move Up in U.S. News
By Paul Rootare
I. Move to East Coast
2. Move to West Coast
3. Send Cousin Guido over to Yale and
Harvard and ask them to gracefully withdraw
4. Incorporate Harvard and Yale by
corporate buy-out
5. Makeaneffon to become the private
umversity that we really are
6. Make an effOrt to become the public
university that we really are
7. Demand that U.S. News not count
the books in Harvard & Yale's library that
are more than 75% already colored in
8. Demand that U.S. News count all
the books in our library- even the ones already colored in
9. Offer more courses in white-collar
crime in an effon to increase placementsuccess rate and starting salaries
10. Make Case Club senior judges and
junior clerks faculty members in order to
increase ratio to students

have a greater role is resolving or lessening
these tensions?
BL: It's not clear whether lhese incidents
were caused by law school srudents since they
involved lhings being stuffed in pendaflexes
and defacing bulletin boards.
Sometimes we are the only voice. The
admini tration allowed fmns to come even
though they discriminate against gays and lesbians. No one on lhe Senate disagreed that the
placement policy should be to oppose any
discrimination.
KJ: LSSS has a definite role here. I think
people should come to us and talk about problems. We're the main voicestudentshavewhen
dealing with the administration.
RG: Are funding decisions for groups
fair?
KJ: I think we do and should look at how
well-planned things are and what a group did
last year. People have to remember that they
can always come back to get fwtding for specific events. One group came back last year.
Groups should go to MSA as well. With
Mike Warren there we've finally gotten a lot
back from them. Several thousand dollars goes
there every year. We need to work closely with
whoever is there next year.
BL: We had S30,<XX> to give out this year.
But we had requests for SIOO,OOO.
We look at precedent. What has a group
done in lhe past BLSA and HLSA have spent
more money in previous years. They get more
because of that precedent
What people forget is that we allow groups

to come back later. We have extra money and
encourage groups to let us know about speakers throughout the tenn. I don't thmk lhe allocations have anything to do with politics.
RG: Is serving as an advocate to lhe
administration on placement issues like judicial clerlcships or summer associateShips part
of MSA's role?
BL: I lhinlc some schools do a beuer job.
We have discussed i ues with people in placement. In the U.S. News poU we were ranked
II th in placement. We need to do more to
cultivaJ.e a network of alumni in cities where
students want to go.
KJ: We have a placementcommiueeand
I'd like Losee them remain active. A lot goes on
behind the scenes. I'd like to see more done to
publ icize what we do. We need to workclosely
with the Res Gestae to get information about
placement and other issues out to students.
RG: What personal qualities would you
bring the role of LSSS president?
KJ: I'd like people to feel positive about
the Senate. I think I'm interested and enthused
and try to convey those attitudes.
We had problems last year with two empty
executive board seats and reps. who stopped
coming or graduated. I'd try to inspire more
commiuncnt.
BL: I'm aggressive when I think things
are unfair. We need to decide what we should
do as a group, not just have someone who says
do this. I'm not someone who orders people
around.

.LSSS Elections
April 11, 1992
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Kill All the Filmmakers

That Dam Arts Column
By SptKtr Gusick
Paul Verhoeven's new motion picture,
Basic IIISlinCI, is an aPJlillingly unoriginal effort It is all the more disappointing since his
ouvre includes savvy and innovative sci-fi films
such as Robo Cop, Total Recall, and, the delicious Dutch thriller, The Fourth Man. In fact,
Basic IIIStinct is a thinly-disguised re-hash of
The Fourth Man, albeit with Hollywood (read:
pathetic) writers.
The ftlm starts with an ostensibly kjnky
sex scene which climaxes in the penetration of
theman'sjugularwithan iceptck. Can you say
SEX! Now that we've got your auention ... Nick
(Michael Douglas) is the moody San Francisco
homicide cop assigned to the case. The prime
suspect is the deceased's lover, Catherine Trammell (Sharon Stone). HersexuaJiy free , standoffish character is defined by such witty dialogue as, "We weren't seeing each olher, we
were fucking." Themoviequicklysets itself up
as a whodunnit, replete wilh lhe "She's so
implicated she couldn't have done it" character, the "She seems innocent but maybe she
really is a psycho" charactcr,and lheold "Maybe
City Hall set the whole thing up" angle. Nick
is the intense rebel who nobody will believe.
Yawn.
The basic instinct of this film seems to be
to show Sharon Stone having sex as often as
po tble. Stone (v.ho played Arnold's "v.ife"
mTotal Recall) is beautiful in a very hackneyed
way, but for those who want plenty of blond
haired, blue eyed, lOlally fake sex, 1t's there.
The entire sexual content of the film is dull and
stereotypical. There's been a lot of talk about
the so-called "lesbtan" scenes, when m reality
there is nothing more than a kiss between

Catherineandoneof herwoman lovers(ln fact,
any positive impact of the lesbian subtext is
entirely undennined by the "I'ma macho dude
and you're a dyke" attiLUdeNick takes with his
female competition). Dino with the attempt to
recreate decadent San Francisco nightlife, which
comes out as a bad, seventies cornucopia o'
stereotypes. And Michael Douglas-as-sexualobject is getting ridiculous. Even beyond his
age and crow's feet, he is the most self-absorbed, predictable lover imaginable. His rea-

compiJing his images, and his use of San Franciscoand the surrounding coastline is sLUnning.
In fact, this film is so far below Verhoeven, that
I think it can only stand as a testament to what
too much Hollywood can do to ruin a film. If
you'd like to see Sharon Stone's body, then see
BasiciiiStinct. Ifyou'd like to know what Basic
IIIStinctcould have been, then go see The Fourth
Man on video.
Let's Kill All the Lawyers is an indepcnd-

Basic Instinct: The basic instinct ofthisfilmseems to
be to show Sharon Stone having sex as often as possible.

Let's Kill All the Lawyers: Senkowski indulges in
every stereotype imaginable about sleazy, greedy,
deceitful lawyers while presenting these ideas as
commonp lace troths.
son for pursuing Catherine: "It was the fuck of
the century." How poetic. Another thing I
disliked was thatJeanne Tripplehom, who plays
Nick's police psychologist ex-lover, is far and
away more compelling than Sharon Stone, yet
she is given short shrift in the scripL I guess
blonde sells.
Notwithstanding the unsympathetic characters, the obvious plot, and several cheap
"shocker" moments usually as~ ociated with
slasher movies, Verhoeven cannot hide his
abilit). The lilmmakmg is of mordinatcly high
qualtty for such a modest scnpL Verhoeven
does not waste an inch of the wide screen in

ent ftlm by former Michigan Law student Ron
Senlcowski. The film was made in Michigan
(you'll recognize GraLZi and Honigman Auditorium) by a Michigan crew on a limited
budget. This is all commendable. The film
however, is troubling.
The prcmtse is cute: someone IS mysteriously killing scuay lawyers. The problem is
that Senkowski indulges in every stereotype
imagmable about sleazy, greedy, deceitful
lawyers while prcsenung these ideas as commonplace truths. Th1s ts nothtng more than
cultural demagoguery; no othersocio-economic
group in America whtch could be presented in

such a hateful light without causing an uproar.
The situation is exacerbated all the more since
Senkowski supposedly made the ftlm based on
his experiences as a summer clerk while a
student at Michigan. Nothing rings truer than
a turncoat, right?
The film centers around Forest Meikle, an
idealistic college grad who is working for a
lawyer before going to law school. All possible
sleazy experiences quickly unfold at this law
ftrm, but without any sense or irony from the
filmmaker. Whenever a lawyer is particularly
disgusung, they are mysteriously killed and
taken away toanewageretreat. There, they are
seduced by a granola-priestess, and killed while
orgasm mg (so that theirnegativeenergy will be
cleansed for the afterlife). This is as stupid as
it sounds.
Forest has a personality crisis because he
would rather do transcendental meditation than
become a misanthrope lawyer. He eventually
quits hts JOb and works for the granola-pnestess-murdcress (we can only hope she is using
condoms). Very liuleofthis plotmakessense.
One of the few funny bits in the film is the
recurring, TV -advertising lawyer, CrazyMikey
(''I'm not gonna try this case, you try it!" "I'm
not gonna try it, let's get Mikey, he'll try
anything!'). These segments work because
they are ironic. Ugly images of lawyers being
greedy and being killed are presented with
shghtly less humor. Senkowski takes a funny,
campy idea and presents it with straight-faced
stereotypical sensibilities. Maybe someone
who knows nothing of the legal system would
be amused by this film , but I felt auacked and
offended. When Senkowsk:i says, "Let's Kill
All the Lawyers," I didn't get the sense he was
joking.

Article 99 • Not Just Another Movie about Veterans
By Courtney Cook
RG Opinion Editor
lf you like M*A*S•H and aren't a
stickler for tight plots, Article 99 is a movie
which will be worth your while.
The setting is a Veterans Affairs (VA)
hospital in the throes of the nationwide VA
funding crisis, chock full of vets who are
deserving but unadrnittable because of stringent regulations governing who gets treated
and who doesn' L
The hospital'soverworked doctors (Ray
Liotta, Keifer Sutherland, and Leah
Thompson, among others) happily slave
round the clock, undermining the hospital
administrator's best efforts to deprive patients of deserved treaunent, fueled by provet zealotry and general disdain for moneymaking M.D.s. These do-gooders live, eat,
sleep, and party all within the confines ofan
unpalatable and rigid institution, reaping
few material benefits. (Kind of like living in
the Quad.)
Against all odds, the medical personnel
and a lobbyful of armed vets besiege the

hospital so that the doctors can perfonn unauthorized but necessary operations in a veritable cardiac bypass-a-thon. Unlike the Alamo,
this is a co-ed enterpnsc, and they can fall in
love and have illicit sex in the dark comers of
their fortress, while simulta.,eously doing impressive and heroic stuff.
As the plot suggests, Articlt 99 does not
address the complexities of the veterans medical funding issue, nor does it grapple with the
tension between providing for vets and being
fiscaJiy responsible. At the same time, getting
thrills out of the VA benefits issue is somewhat
like geuing blood from a rock. It is hardly a
Kennedy conspiracy of topics.
The creators of Article 99 persevere, •
however, and manage to wrench a fair amount
of drama from the defmition of "service-related disability." As a result, the film is surprisingly effective in devising a theme that is often
compelling and entertaining throughout.
The acling in Article 99 is solid, even
though there arc too many characters to get to
know any of them well. LiOlta has an extremely
appealing presence and humor. Sutherland

seems hke the same character m every movie,
so he ts typical Ketfer, and that probably means
dtffercnt thmgs to different people. A gratuitous shotofL1otta's backside would have been
nice, but, alas, the producers chose only to
objectify female nurses.
The siege of the hospital is not very believable, yet this only marginally effects the picture
as a whole. The strength of Article 99 is the
independent sub-plots and fast-paced diversions (romantic and medical) which keep the
movie rolling along at an enjoyable pace.
The movie is definitely evocative of
M* A*S*H reruns, with its anti-establishment
rambunctiousness, and this is both its strength
and weakness. There are several clever and
touching scenes, but at the same time, the
movie's downfall is its sitcom-style writing
and it's pat treatment of potentially difficult
ethical issues.
More irritating than that is the fact that the
screenwriters are utterly intolerant of subtlety.
It's as if they were driven by fear that the truly
dense in the audience might slip out without

getung the message. As a result, potentially
cffecuvc scenes are often capped with obvious morals and platitudes. The non-stop
warm fuzzies undermine the movie's sharp
edge, as the film's more interesting characters are uncharacteristically tranSfonned into
moral narrators.
The most odd and intolerable element
of Article 99 is the villainization of the
hospital'sadministrationandthe"goodguys
v. bad guys" overkill. The evil empire of
career bureaucrats delight in the VA funding
cuts and they are absolutely disdainful of the
patients' plights. Reality check: since when
do VA hospitals seek to deny themselves
funding? Although vague references are
made to theboogey-men in Washington, it is
the "Chief' who is clearly the heavy in this
flJm , and for some reason, the source of all
evil.

That's minor, though. Despite the shon ·
comings, Article 99 works. It left Emily
Auckland sobbing into her Pepsi; it must be
doing something right.
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Michigan, on the FDA and national health care; and Jarrett Wolstein, one of the founders of
NTERESTED IN BEING A LAW SCHOOL TUTOR THIS SUMMER? If you expect 10 be in
the Society for Individual Liberty, on statism and economic prosperity.
Ann Arbor this summer (studytng for the bar, taking summer courses, etc.) and would be
interested in tutoring summer law students, please contact Virginia Gordan (303 HH, 764- FINANCIAL AID NOTES
5269). Tutors are paid by the hour for both meeting and preparation time. Time commitment Bar Study Loans for 1991-92 are available through Law Access and Law Loans. Stop by the
Financial Aid Office to pick up an application. If you are applying through Law Access. your
variable.
application
must be received by the lender no more than 30 days after graduation. If you are
!\"TERN ATIO~AL EXTER.'\ AL STUDIES- Students wishing to pursue International External
applying
through
Law Loans, your application must be received by the lender before
Studies during the 1992 fall tenn must submit their written proposals by Monday, April 6,
graduation.
1992. Proposals should be addressed 10 the International Legal Studies Commiuce and
submitted 10 Assistant Dean Virginia Gordan (303 HH). Copies of the Guidelines for Inter- 1992-93 Law Access and Law Loans applications will not be available until near the end of April.
Our office will notify aU students when they have arrived so that you can stop in and pick up
national External Studies may be obtained from the rack outside Rm. 310 Hutchins.
your copy.
-.;QTICE TO SUMMER SL'BLETTERS & RE:-ITERS: Completed 3 X 5 housing cards have
The
Wolverine Bar Association is accepting applicattons for a scholarship for the 1992-93
been mailed 10 summer stancrs. Anyone wtshtng to give notice about an apartment rental
academic
year. Selection is based on merit, extracurricular activities and need. Students of
or sublet should write the infonnation down and take it 10 the Admissions Office.
any
residency
may apply. Applications can be picked up in our office and must be received
THE PHI DELTA PHI HOUSE has rooms available for the summer(May-August),S 125/month.
by
the
Association
by April 17. 1992.
Call Mike (769-5678).
REMINDERS
THE WOMEN LAW STI.iDE\TS ASSOCIATION CWLSA) meets on Tuesday, March 31,
12:15 p.m.- Rm. 132 Hutchtns. Presentation: The bauered woman's defense. Election of ORIENTATION LEADERS r>.TEEDED FOR THE GRADUATE PROGRAM: Anyone interested in being an orientation leader for foreign students and scholars next fall (September 3
officers for 1992-93. The following positions are open: President, Vice-president- member& 4), please stop up 10 the Graduate Office (307 HH) and pick up an application from Roberta
ship, Vice-president- programming, Vice-president-fundraising, Law School liaison, and
Nerison-Low. Application deadline is March 31.
Treasurer. Any fiiSt or second year student is invited to run.
AMSTERDA.\1
LAW PROGRAM: Students interested in the possibilityof spending a semester
SPEAKERS
at the University of Amsterdam Law Program in The etherlands during the 1993 winter
On Thursday, April9,at 7:30p.m., Andre Marrou, Libertarian candidate for President, will speak
tenn can pick up applications and program infonnation from the Law School Graduate Office
at the Michigan Union, Pond Room.
(307 HH). The application deadline for the 1993 winter term is May 1, 1992.
On Friday. April 10, from 1-4 p.m., the Ann Arbor Libertarian League will host the Libertarian
Freedom Conference at the Union, Anderson Room D. Spcalcers will be David Friedman, DOCKET ANNOUNCEMENTS: Law School organizations or Departments wishing to place
an announcement in the DOCKET, see Mickey Slayton 303 HH. Deadline- bebe 4:30
professor of law and economics at the Univ. of Chicago, on trade policy; Mary Ruwan,
Thursday to appear in the following Monday's DOCKET.
research scientist and the highest vOte-getter in the history of the Libertarian Party of
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Ask Dr. Manitsky

The Love Doctor
Dear Dr. Manitslcy.
On Casino Night, I was approached by a
man who identified himselfas you. He said that
he could make me instantly popular in the law
school by printing my name in his column (he
also hinted that it would help me launch a
career as a spokesmodel). "But ftrSt," he said,
"come here. I have something lO show you."
I refused because he looked son of shady
and was wearing a long coat. Was he really
you? Did I make a mistake? WiU I ever be a
spokesmodel?
- "Gennifer" (2L)
Dear Gennifer,

While il is liUe that I loolc "son of shady,"
wear "a long coat," and do indeed "have something to show you,"! must confess that I do not
recall meeting you on Casino Night Sorry I
can't help you solve the mystery. But if you're
still interested in achieving instant popularity
and becoming a spokesmodel, perhaps we
should have dinner sometime ... .
- Dr. Manitsky
Dear Dr. ManiiSicy,
Lately my boyfriend, the most highly esteemed Anthony T. Sheehan (3L), has been

making comments like "I don't understand
why you love me so much." Though I've tried
many times to explain, he still doesn't seem to
understand. Maybe he just needs lO bear a
revered authority figure lO reassure him of our
relationship.
I know that you are sometimes referred to
as "the love doctor." Will you help, 0 hallowed
advice columnist to !he starS?
-Barbara G. Wall (Houston, TX)

sure will prosper and grow for many years to
come.

- Dr. Manitsky

Dear Dr. Manitsky,
Who is going lObe this year's guest speaker
at commencement? I heard a rumor that you,
Dr. Manitsky, will be speaking to the graduates. Is this liUe? It wouldn't surprise me.
After aU, the law library put up the Bill of
Rights plaque only after you complained about
Dear Ms. Wall,
its conspicuous absence. You're the only one
I spoke with Mr. Sheehan- who was, like who stands up for us Dr. M. You're the only
me, quite moved that you took !he time lO mail one who cares. Will you speak at commenceme a leuer- and explained to him the nature ment?
of love and romance, paying special attention
-Excited at the Prospect (3L)
lO the problem of commitment in the 90's. We
discussed the poetry of Edna SL Vincent MilDear Excited,
lay, along with several Shakespeare sonnets
Many students and faculty have written 10
and some of Yeats's early works. We then about this. Unfortunately, Dean Bollingerhasn 't
turned lO music, starting with some 15th cen- asked me yet It seems he's still sore about my
tury French love songs and working all the way "Top Ten Nicknames of Dean Bollinger."
up lO Mr. Big's "To Be With You" and Right (Actually, rumor has it that he thinks his auSaid Fred's ''I'm Too Sexy."
thority has been undermined because the lL's
Ultimately, I believe that Mr. Sheehan refer lO him only as "Sundance.") But I have an
came away with a deeper understanding of idea: If you pass Bollinger in the hall, say over
love, a more profound insight into relation- and over in a very soft voice, "And now, please
ships, and a real nasty lu t for you which I am

RamiJiin' lance

Back for March Madness

..

By Lance M. Hardenburg
RG Sports Editor
My hibematioo is over (I was woken up by my editor)
and I'm bock, just in time for the end of March Madness!
Yes, March Madness. That time of year that sees an
increase in sales of beer, the divorce rate and television
ratings. A time when people can tell you in precise detail the
fantastic finishes, great match ups and the seedings for each
region. All that other nonsense about primaries, trade
deficits and crumbling governments is out the door! Is
Tsongasafonnergovernorofsomewhereorlheonewiththe
wife who's more qualified rhan he is? Who cares? Just as
long as he starts eating his broccoli.
It's a time when knowledge of foreign affairs is limited
to predictions of who will be playing basketball in Italy.
A time when you aclllally watch CBS despite their
coverage and announcers. God, I miss Jim Valvano and
Dick Vitale. Or maybe I just miss the coverage ESPN
provides.
Big predictions? There will be two Big Ten teams in the
fmal four and neither of them will make it to the fmal game.
Bob Knight will have Chris Webber cut his hair next week
and get psyched up for the big game. The media will unveil
a scandal involving the Duke Blue Devil just moments
before Friday's game. And Knight, after finally looking in
the mirror, will buy a ~ckage of Chia Pet mix and grow his
hair back in time for the beginning of summer.
Wby is it called March Madness? Because it is a time
when anything can happen.
Only now can a team starting five freshmen beat a team

of uppecclass stars, Michigan 75 Oklahoma State 72.
Only now can there be three Big Ten teams in the fmal
eight, but none in the Midwest conference.
Only now can so many people hate the same team that
was everyone's darling for defeating the dread pirate
Tark.anian and his motley bunch of Runnin' Rebels.
Only now can a conference in its first year, the Great
Midwest, send more teams tO the fmal eight than perennials like the ACC, Big East and SEC. Is this an argument for
allowing more teams from less prestigious conferences,
like the MAC, into the 64 team field? Not really. I'd love
to see more of them, but they usually are not in long enough
for me to watch more than one game anyway.
Where's the BEFFF? (Big East Final Four Fans).
I know. Now all the Big East fans will have to remind
me that Michigan State lost in the second round, but they
losttomypick for national champs! Yes, the Bearcats will
win the next two games and then surprise Duke, 87-78. I
just hope that they make it past Memphis State or my
excuse for MSU's early exit is shot (Remember that my
deadline is around noon on Sunday).
Besides, if I am wrong, I can always blame it on the
Madness.

give a warm welcome to my good friend, Dr.
ManiL'iky." He'll get the hint Meanwhile,
I'll work on my speech.
-Dr. Manitsky
Dear Dr. Manitsky,

Since big, lovable Steve Rosenblatt (3L)
is a~ ay for the semester, itisappropriatetoreopcn the dialogue concerning his "love
noodle,'' and specifically, regarding the question of its s11.e. My field research has revealed
a vast continuum of estimates by people supposedly in the know (comments have ranged
from "it makes a nice sandwich - a nice
sandwich"to"larger lhan the most massive of
planets.")
You've seen the thing. Whru's up with
that?
-Wondering (3L)
Dear Wondering,
While 1t JS true that I have "seen the
thing," I must a~ure you thatlhis occurred in
the most Platonic of contexts. ln any case,
suffice it to say that Mr. Rosenblau's"shafto'
love," a~ it is never called, suits him very well.
-Dr. Manitsky

Thongs to Play
In Championship
By Peter Mooney
RG Sports Writer
The soon-to-be-renamed Thongs On Ice racked up another
victory last Wednesday, 4-1. This stunning triumph puts the
Thongs in their second stra1ght championship game.
This week the Thongs play the other undefeated team, "ALeague" Champs Theta Chi, at 10 p.m., Wednesday, a1 Yost.
The Theta Chis are widely regarded as the best team oncampus.
Watch the Thongs dethrone them. Where would you rather be
on April Fools Day?
Last Wednesday was a tour-de-forceon the Tour-de-Thong.
Scorers included Joe "Why are we called Thongs?"Levan,
Joe "What penalty?" Sullivan, Greg "Where's the puck?"
Henchel (on a gorgeous pass from Mooney), and Marty "Who· s
on First?" Lobdel.
This week marks the retirement of long-time coach-cumcaptain Patrick "Cap'n" Romain. But Romain's hockey career
is far from over. Afteracoupleofyears athisNew Yorx flflll be
plans to buy the Rangers.
Next year's captain will be Eric "Why can' t someone else
do it?" Gurvitz. A possible pannership with law school deadhead Lobdel is still being worked ouL
This column will be taken over by Adam "Who's rotating
this Lime?" Schlatner. Equally talented with both stick and pen
Schlatner promjses lO continue the in-depth, behind-the-scenes
coverage this column has always offered.
Glen "Face-off King" Forbis, Dave "Philosopher-defenseman" Schlucklebier and Chris "How 'bout that, eh?" Peters are
expected back next year.
Send the matriculating Thongs off with a bang. Come to
Yost atlO p.m., Wednesday.

